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Moscow.   They can go on with their argument while we
are 'phoning.5
ft Unfortunately ', they said, cthe key to the telephone
room isn't here : it's lost '.
6 There's another at the house of Comrade X ', said the
small boy ; and he ran off to fetch it.
6 Anyway ', said the caretaker, * the telephone is out of
order.' The key was brought. The telephone room was
opened. But the telephone did not work.
The only remaining hope was for Natasha and me to stop
one of the heavy lorries that occasionally rumbled past into
Moscow. She waited for one and waved, while I stood
behind a bush, so that it shouldn't look like a hold-up.
Several lorries passed us and would not stop. But eventually
* Natasha stopped one and told the ambassador story again.
Yes, they would take us into Moscow. One of the men
got out and sat in the cold at the back so that Natasha and
I could ride in the driver's cabin. The driver had the quiet
dignity which marks the good Russian workman. He*
dropped us at the National Hotel. We exchanged
cigarettes, shook hands, and he drove on. It was about
The rest of the story covers nearly another two hours but
it can be recorded quickly, We got a spare car (we had to
* milk * another car to get enough petrol for the trip). We
reached the Buiqk some time before dawn, to find Nikolai
asleep, the Agronomist asleep, and the British official
comforting the Hungarian film star. We left Nikolai to
look after the Buick, and drove the others back to Moscow.
Shortly before we dropped the Agronomist, he displayed
the premonitory symptoms of a lecture, and on the sidewalk
he delivered himself of a charming, if somewhat ill-timed,
speech about agriculture in the Moscow oblast; and he
graciously thanked us for coming to see the farm. I bowed
and apologised for the inconvenience caused him by the
shortcomings of my chauffeur. And we shook hand$
some half-dozen times. At the National Hotel we dropped*

